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which tells about the cult that.Q: What is the best way to get AGGREGATE and COUNT
columns in SQL queries? I have been doing some work to query the Influx data and have

noticed that there are a number of useful statistics that I want to produce with every
query. Initially I wrote a php script that created the query with the required fields and

then manually generated the database. Now I have decided to drop that script and write
a couple of API's that will make the process quicker and cleaner. Using Influx.net as my
API library, I have a number of helper methods that generate the query that will be run
against the database, but I'm stuck at how to work out the aggregate fields and how to

produce the right count function. The structure of the database is extremely simple.
Every row contains a _time field and a tag array. So for example: { "_time": 1511219800,
"tag": { "tag1": 5, "tag2": 7 } } I am producing a query that will get the most recent 100

occurrences of tag1 and tag2 across all my time series. Something like this: SELECT
AVG(tag1), COUNT(tag2) FROM my_database WHERE tag1 > 5 and tag2 > 5 GROUP BY
tag1, tag2 LIMIT 100 The question is what would be the best way to produce the 'count'
statistics in the same query. Ideally I would like to have the query produce a result like

this: A: I don't quite follow the question, as there is no difference between the statements
AVG(tag1) and COUNT(tag2). The query is: SELECT AVG(tag1), COUNT(tag2) FROM

my_database WHERE tag1
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